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Terrorism

Terrorists
highly adaptive, secretive networks
indistinguishable from normal population
use public infrastructure
ruthless (kill civilians, employ WMD, . . . )

Counterterrorism
objective detect and identify terrorists

assumption planning involves people, which leave traces
approach pattern-based analysis of distributed data
problems models, noise/amount of data, civil liberties
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Information Technology

(Collection and) Analysis of Data
modeling tools
cooperation
(graphical) presentation
natural language and multimedia processing
data mining

Data Mining vs. Terrorism Detection
Discover models/patterns Detect (rare) patterns
Independent instances Networks

Sampling okay Sampling destroys connections
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Example 1 – Al Qaeda’s WMD Capabilities

Data Surveillance

time doing what is most important in our view—
namely, the critical-thinking tasks instead of the more
mundane research and production tasks. The results also
included an impressive savings in analyst labor (that is,
half as many analysts participated in the IT-enhanced
analysis) and an increase in the number of reports pro-
duced (that is, analysts created five reports in the time it
took to create one manually).

Our explanation for the bathtub curve’s inversion for
the intelligence question at hand includes 

• The time spent in the research phase shrank dramati-
cally by using the collaboration tool (Groove) across
multiple agencies to harvest and share “all” pertinent
data.

• The structured argumentation modeling tool (SEAS,
for Structured Evidentiary Argumentation System) let
analysts explicitly represent their hypotheses for com-
parison and assessment, and identify evidentiary data
gaps for which data must be searched and harvested. 

• The multilingual processing tool (FastTalk) let analysts
phonetically index and search vast quantities of foreign
audio streams and thereby reduce the time required to
find pertinent data.

• The link analysis tools (Analyst Notebook) let analysts
automatically capture portions of their analysis in an
easy-to-understand visual format.4,5

Figure 3 shows the utility of various information
technologies in detainee operations support. In this sce-
nario, actual government interrogators questioned ac-
tual detainees at the US military facility at Guantanamo
Bay, Cuba, and wanted analytical support to make sense
of the stacks of real reports from hundreds of interroga-
tion sessions. The analysts used a link analysis tool to find
nonobvious relationships between different entities
(people, places, and things), a group detection tool to
find nonobvious groupings among entities, an entity
resolution tool to resolve entities and aliases in the inter-

rogation reports, a Bayesian classification tool to classify
detainees of unknown status as either statistically more
likely to resemble known terrorists or nonterrorists, and
a link chart visualization tool to pull everything together.
These tools showed the interrogators web-like diagrams
of connections (or relationships) among different entities
that weren’t readily apparent, inconsistencies in detainee
stories, salient relationships across detainees, useless data
to disregard, and data that could be most informative for
follow-up interrogations. The tools’ output also in-
cluded a rank-ordered list of detainees with the likeli-
hood that each had attributes resembling known
terrorists or nonterrorists.4–6 (It should be noted that of-
ficials at Guantanamo Bay established the “ground
truth” in terms of which detainees were terrorists and
which ones weren’t.) Based on conversations with the
intelligence analysts who performed this work, anecdo-
tal evidence suggests that the detainees classified as
“likely a terrorist” were in fact terrorists, and no cases
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AUTHORITY DESCRIPTION

Executive Order (EO) 12333 Authorizes US intelligence activities

Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Prescribes procedures for physical and electronic surveillance and collection of intelligence

Act (FISA) of 1978 information between or among foreign powers

USA Patriot Act Dramatically expands the authority of American law enforcement for fighting terrorism in the US

and abroad

US Department of Defense (DoD) Provides the DoD with implementation guidance for EO 12333

Directive 5240.1-R

Army regulation 381-10 Provides the Army with implementation guidance for DoD Directive 5240.1-R

US Signals Intelligence Directive Governs signal intelligence (SIGINT) for the National Security Agency (NSA)

(USSID) 18

Table 1. Sample of the US intelligence community’s legal authority for data collection.

Figure 2. The analyst “bathtub” curve. The red curve represents the
baseline distribution of time an analyst manually spends on research,
analysis, and production; the blue curve represents the improve-
ment due to information technology enhancements.
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Example 2 – Guantanamo Inmates
Data Surveillance

were found in which detainees who weren’t terrorists
were classified as “likely a terrorist.”

Figure 4 shows an experiment in which a novel mul-
tilingual IT front-end system automatically ingests,
transforms, extracts, and autopopulates in near real time
the back-end analytical models from massive amounts of
text data. In this experiment, the problem concerned
understanding and forecasting the preconditions and
root causes that give rise to instability in nation states.
Failed states are important because they offer a safe haven
and potential breeding ground for terrorists. The chal-
lenge posed to analysts here was to assess and forecast the
level of instability in two specific countries in Southeast
Asia. The data came from a variety of open sources and
included more than 1 million English documents and
2,300 non-English documents. The information tech-
nologies used included a back-end rebel activity model
(RAM) based on a Bayesian network and hidden
Markov models (HMMs) that measured the amount of
rebel activity (on the part of separatists, insurgents, ter-
rorists, Islamic extremists, and so forth); a front-end lan-
guage-independent text-based transformation and
categorization tool based on a Hilbert engine (a tech-
nology that numerically encodes ASCII text into vec-

tors in Hilbert space); and a linguistic pattern analyzer
(LPA) that automatically populates the HMMs in the
RAM model.

The experiment’s results were impressive—given a
corpus of 1,236,300 documents, a human would need
117 man years to read it all (assuming it took 12 minutes
to read each document), or 280 humans to read the doc-
uments in six months. The automated front-end system
based on LPA, the Hilbert engine, and RAM would take
a mere 0.05 man years with a one-time cost of 0.76 man
years to configure LPA with the numerous multilingual
scripts. Assuming it cost US$100K per man year, the
automated front-end would provide a savings of
US$11,695,141 over the human method.

Signatures in silos
One of the major criticisms leveled against an approach
such as ours is that what we’re describing is mass data-
veillance—warehousing massive amounts of data in a
megadatabase and using data mining techniques that
will lead to multiple false positives and a massive inva-
sion of Americans’ privacy. We disagree. Although we
appreciate the significant information policy challenges
concerning data analysis in actual transaction spaces, we
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Figure 3. Detainee operations support at Guantanamo Bay. The analysts used information technologies to build web-like
diagrams of relationships between entities that weren’t immediately apparent. 
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Example 3 – Instability of National States Data Surveillance

believe technology and enabling policies can help pre-
serve civil liberties and protect the privacy of those peo-
ple who aren’t terrorists while keeping us all safer from
attack.

Data mining commonly refers to using techniques
rooted in statistics, rule-based logic, or artificial intelligence
to comb through large amounts of data to discover previ-
ously unknown but statistically significant patterns. How-
ever, the general counterterrorism problem is much harder
because unlike commercial data mining applications, we
must find extremely rare instances of patterns across an ex-
tremely wide variety of activities and hidden relationships
among individuals. Table 2 gives a series of reasons for why
commercial data mining isn’t the same as terrorism detec-
tion in this context. We call our technique for counterter-
rorism activity data analysis, not data mining.7

Instead of warehousing data in one megadatabase, we
believe data must be left distributed over the large num-
ber of heterogeneous databases residing with their data
owners. In an intelligence context, agency silos and
stovepipes aren’t necessarily bad—they allow analysts
from different agencies to create alternative competing
hypotheses, and they also protect agency-specific
sources and methods. In our judgment, the goal
shouldn’t be to tear down these silos, but to punch holes
in them and enable collaboration across agencies when
appropriate and advantageous.

Advanced search and discovery tools should be used
to search and query relevant databases—under rigorous
access control and privacy protections—with the results
of the search/query added to the analytical models. Be-
cause finding evidence of a suspicious terrorist plot isn’t
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Figure 4. A multilingual IT front-end system. This tool automatically ingests, transforms, extracts, and autopopulates in near
real time the back-end analytical models from massive amounts of text data.
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COMMERCIAL DATA MINING TERRORISM DETECTION

Discover comprehensive models of databases Detect connected instances of rare patterns

to develop statistically valid patterns

No starting points Known starting points or matches with patterns estimated by analysts

Apply models over entire data Reduce search space; results are starting points for human analysis

Independent instances (records) Linked transactions (networks)

No correlation between instances Significant autocorrelation

Minimal consolidation needed Consolidation is key

Dense attributes Sparse attributes

Sampling okay Sampling destroys connections

Homogenous data Heterogeneous data

Uniform privacy policy Nonuniform privacy policy

Table 2. Data mining vs. terrorism detection.
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Privacy

[...] our goal (and challenge) is to maximize security
at an acceptable level of privacy.

Data Surveillance

easy, we believe two basic types of queries are necessary:
subject-based queries (sometimes referred to as particu-
larized suspicion) and pattern-based queries (sometimes
referred to as nonparticularized suspicion).

Subject-based queries let analysts start with known
suspects, look for links to other suspects, people, places,
things, or suspicious activities, and do so within well-
defined and practiced sets of legal and regulatory proto-
cols. Law enforcement personnel have used this
technique successfully for years as part of their back-
ground investigations and as a forensic tool. In the pre-
vious section, we gave examples of how subject-based
queries can be beneficial for counterterrorism purposes
(such as in the Guantanamo Bay detainee example), but
this might not be enough. To get ahead of the terrorism
problem, we need to consider pattern-based queries
that don’t require a subject’s prior identification.

Pattern-based queries let analysts take a predictive
model and create specific patterns that correspond to an-
ticipated terrorist plots, and use (largely existing) discov-
ery tools and advanced search methods to find instances
of these patterns in the information space. This latter ap-
proach becomes essential because it can provide clues
about terrorist sleeper cells made up of people who have
never engaged in activity that would link them to known
terrorists. Nonparticularized suspicion raises even higher
the question of civil liberties, though—currently, no
well-defined or practiced legal or regulatory protocols
govern its operation, so a new privacy policy framework
for management and oversight is needed (we’ll briefly
discuss this later).

With respect to false positives, some of our critics
have stated that pattern-based queries create more false
positives than they help resolve. Dealing with false pos-
itives—which are a legitimate concern given that the
government might get it wrong and stigmatize or in-
convenience nonterrorists—requires pattern-based

queries to be issued iteratively in a privacy-sensitive
manner (specifically, via anonymization and selective
revelation techniques). Handling them also requires
multiple stages of human-driven analysis in which ana-
lysts can’t act on the results of such queries until a third-
party legal authority has established sufficient probable
cause. Analysts would refine queries in stages, seeking
to gain more confirmation while invoking numerous
privacy-protection techniques in the process. This isn’t
unlike the tried and proven signal-processing analysis
techniques found in antisubmarine warfare, in which
human-driven analysis addresses false positives at vari-
ous stages in a similar manner.8

Safeguarding civil liberties
Americans expect their government to protect them
from enemy attack as well as safeguard (or at least not vi-
olate) their civil liberties and privacy. We believe these
two ideals aren’t mutually exclusive: Figure 5 shows
how our goal (and challenge) is to maximize security at
an acceptable level of privacy. In other words, we can
pick acceptable levels of privacy and through the devel-
opment and use of technology, create new level of pri-
vacy versus security curves, thus increasing security. A
full discussion of what privacy means from a legal and
regulatory context is beyond this article’s scope, but for
a working definition, we would argue that personal pri-
vacy is only violated if the violated party suffers some
tangible loss, such as unwarranted arrest or detention,
for example. The right balance between the two must
be understood, as well as the corresponding social costs,
benefits, and roles played by the public, government,
and private sectors.

As discussed earlier, analysts must systematically use
information technologies to detect and discover in-
stances of known or emerging terrorist signatures, but
they must also be able to exploit the permitted informa-
tion sources they need to access and do so while protect-
ing the privacy of nonterrorists. Privacy-protection
technology is a key part of the solution not only to pro-
tect privacy but also to encourage the intelligence, law
enforcement, and counterterrorism communities to
share data without fear of compromising sources and
methods. However, the American public has legitimate
concerns about whether protections for privacy are ade-
quate to address the potential negative consequences of
increased government use of permitted information
sources. These concerns are heightened because there is
little understanding or knowledge about how the gov-
ernment might use this data.

The R&D community has explored several promis-
ing privacy-protection technologies, especially those that
are most relevant to the pattern-based query approach.
We briefly describe some of them here, but more detailed
information appears elsewhere.9–11
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Figure 5. Security vs. privacy curves. Laws and policies dictate where
we are on a curve; new privacy technology can create new curves.
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Privacy Appliance Concept
Data Surveillance

Privacy appliance
Our privacy appliance concept involves the use of a sep-
arate tamper-resistant, cryptographically protected de-
vice placed on top of databases. The appliance would be
a trusted, guarded interface between the user and the
database analogous to a firewall, smart proxy, or a Web
accelerator. It would implement several privacy func-
tions and accounting policies to enforce access rules es-
tablished between the database owner and the user. It
would also explicitly publish the details of its technology,
verify the user’s access permissions and credentials (pack-
aged with the query in terms of specific legal and policy
authorities), and filter out queries not permitted or that
illegally violate privacy. Finally, it would create an im-
mutable audit log that captures the user’s activity and
transmits it to an appropriate trusted third-party over-
sight authority to ensure that abuses are detected,
stopped, and reported. (Granted, our privacy appliance
concept assumes the third party is trusted, which is often
the hardest problem to solve.) The privacy appliance’s
operation must be automated to respond to the dy-
namic, time-sensitive nature and scale of the problem
and to ensure the privacy policy’s implementation. Fig-
ure 6 illustrates the privacy appliance concept in terms of
some of its key privacy functions as well as how it would
work operationally.

Data transformation
Used within the privacy appliance, data transformation
employs well-known mathematical encoding tech-

niques to transform data from a plaintext representa-
tion to cipher, thus making computer processing more
efficient and the data unintelligible to humans. Once
transformed, analysts could apply a plethora of data
analysis functions to understand the data’s significance,
keeping the identities of subjects hidden from analysts
but still allowing the detection of terrorist activity pat-
terns, such as data searching, alias and entity resolution,
and pattern-query matching. Because the data is repre-
sented in unintelligible cipher, no personally identifi-
able data is disclosed to the analyst, thus privacy
protection is maintained.

Anonymization 
Similar to data transformation, anonymization is a tech-
nique used within the privacy appliance: it generalizes or
obfuscates data, providing the system with a guarantee
that any personally identifiable information in the re-
leased data can’t be determined, yet the data still remains
useful from an analytical viewpoint. As an example, in-
stead of releasing to an analyst a database record consisting
of [name(first, last); telephone #(area code, exchange,
line number); address(street, town, state, zip code)], an
anonymized version of this database record could be
[name(first); telephone #(area code); address(state)]. For
this approach to work, analysts will have to make connec-
tions between queries and thus will require some sort of
anonymized unique identifier as well. Much more thor-
ough treatment of various anonymization techniques
and applications for privacy appears elsewhere.10,11
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Figure 6. Privacy appliance concept. A tamper-resistant, cryptographically protected device serves as a trusted privacy-
enforcing guard between the user and the database.
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Privacy Technologies

Data Transformation blinding
Anonymization pseudonymization
[name (first, last), telephone (area code, exchange, line
number), address (street, town, state, zip code)]

⇓
[name (first), telephone (area code), address (state), ID]

Selective Revelation incremental access to data

Immutable Audit audit logs kept by trusted 3rd party

Self-reporting Data central authority for “truth maintenance”
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Privacy Policies

Neutrality existing laws apply to new technology
Minimize Intrusiveness anonymize/pseudonymize personal data
Intermediate Not Ultimate Consequence analysts as safeguard
Audits And Oversight built-in technological safeguards
Accountability of the executive to the legislative
Necessity of redress mechanisms for false positives
People and policy oversight and penalties for abuse
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